Inch by Inch

Use a ruler to measure each length to the nearest inch. Then compare.

1. Measure your pinky and your index finger.
   My pinky is ______ inches. My index finger is ______ inches.
   Which is shorter? My ___________ is shorter.

2. Measure your hand and your foot.
   My hand is ______ inches. My foot is ______ inches.
   Which is longer? My ___________ is longer.

   My math book is ______ inches.
   My reading book is ______ inches.
   Which is shorter? My ________________ is shorter.
Inch by Inch

Use a ruler to measure each length to the nearest inch. Then compare. **Measurements will vary.**

1. Measure your pinky and your index finger.
   My pinky is _____ inches. My index finger is _____ inches.
   Which is shorter? My _____pinky_____ is shorter.

2. Measure your hand and your foot.
   My hand is _____ inches. My foot is _____ inches.
   Which is longer? My _____foot_____ is longer.

   My math book is _____ inches.
   My reading book is _____ inches.
   Which is shorter? My _____answers will vary_____ is shorter.